ACHIEVE GREATER RESULTS THROUGH BETTER CONTROL OF BUSINESS PROCESSES WITH INTEGRATED, ROBUST FUNCTIONALITY FOR IMPROVED PROFITABILITY AND ENHANCED CUSTOMER SERVICE.
Enhance your business management for greater productivity.

For efficient management of customer account balances, business processes, grain processing, and commodity marketing, the AGRIS V9 system is your vital resource.
AGRIS V9™ Agribusiness Management System

AGRIS V9 system packages:

• Accounts Payable
• Accounts Receivable
• Bank Management
• Commodity Management
• Communications (Custom File Transfer)
• Fuel Connect
• General Ledger
• Inventory Management
• Name/Address
• Patronage Accounting
• Payroll Accounting
• System Control & Security
• Web Service Interfaces

Improve risk management and business success.

Positions: minimize risk and know where you stand immediately with real-time capabilities for positions, storage, and contracts.

Analysis: analyze inventory positions and margins at the organization, location, and customer level for enhanced risk management and increased margins.

Credit: manage account balances with ease as customer transaction information flows seamlessly between system modules.

Regulatory Compliance: maintain regulatory compliance for hazardous materials shipping.

Maximize efficiency with flexible data communication.

Third-Party Application Integration: send and retrieve information to and from the AGRIS system with open import/export formats for enhanced data management. Import and export to applications such as Microsoft® Excel to organize and share information.

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI): improve productivity and accuracy by electronically handling transactions with other systems and services such as AgriMine™, Energy-Force, John Deere Financial multi-use account, MapCon, and WEM®.

Web Service Interfaces: allow third-party applications the ability to send and retrieve information to/from the AGRIS system via XML document types and Web service messaging.

Boost profitability with extensive commodity management functionality.

Contracting: define multiple contract types and establish flexible price and delivery schedules on a contract by-contract basis to accommodate customers’ needs.

DTN Interfaces: stream Telvent DTN information, including prices and completed producer offers as contracts, into the AGRIS Commodity Management package to reduce effort with daily processes such as “mark to market” valuation.

Cross Country Trading Option: manage all information related to a contract – from pricing to ticket entry to settlement – from one screen by linking purchase contracts to other contracts to know transaction status and profitability and save time in managing tasks related to a trade.

Commodity Shipping: manage shipments, weights, and grades with ease and minimize lost margins for origin vs. destination.

Settlements: calculate settlement details automatically and eliminate manual calculation errors.

Make timely, more informed business decisions.

Security: control the integrity of information with powerful security and flexible system configuration options.
Communication: display and deliver information to managers and personnel across departments and locations.

Transaction Detail: access transaction detail from a common database with on-screen inquiries and drill-down capabilities.

Centralized Data: view up-to-date, consolidated information from multiple locations to enable rapid decision making.

Inventory Management: access real-time inventory information to support decisions.

Reporting: capture, consolidate, and customize vital information in a logical, organized manner with powerful and flexible reporting features to help meet your business requirements.

Enhance your customer service with ease and flexibility.

Pricing: manage pricing according to your specific business needs and customer commitments using tools such as price levels, schedules, bookings, contracts, sales orders, and quotes.

Marketing: manage numerous marketing programs with 250 contract types.

Billing: maximize billing accuracy by setting up invoice split rules based on customer, farm, or field.

Communications: create enhanced, professional-looking forms and reports with the graphical reports and forms design tool for improved customer communications.

Email Automation: distribute documents/forms quickly and easily to customers via email and reduce cost, time, and effort associated with printing and mailing paper documents.

Online Account Access: give customers 24/7 availability to their account information via an easy-to-use tool that is accessed from your Web site.

Patronage & Equity: manage patronage allocations based on sales, purchasing, and commodity receipt volumes and track equities issued to cooperative members by equity code and year.
The AGRIS Product Suite provides comprehensive functionality and integration for greater accuracy, information, and efficiency to streamline processes in all key areas of an agribusiness.

**AGRIS™ V9 system:** Comprehensive functionality for complete agribusiness management and reporting, with integration to operational systems to maintain up-to-date information and eliminate duplication of effort.

**AgroGuide™ system:** Crop planning, formulation & blending, field history, spatial management, and GIS precision analysis for enhanced agronomy management.

**binSight™ system:** Electronic bin board for real-time access to inventory data, tools for blending to target traits, and tracking for IP documentation and source/trait verification.

**iView™ system:** Offer your customers secure online access to their account information, saving them and you time and effort.

**oneWeigh™ systems:** Platform and bulk scale automation systems for speeding up shipping and receiving and reducing weighing and grading manual processes for improved accuracy and customer satisfaction.

**Store Manager™ ES system:** Process sales transactions quickly and easily and improve accuracy and customer service with a user-friendly point-of-sale system.
About Cultura Technologies

Cultura’s name has its roots in the words “agricultura,” which is Latin for agriculture, and “cultivate,” which is to foster growth or development.

Our company culture is people-focused. We believe in strong customer relationships and that the strength of our people and their expertise can make the difference in delivering customer-centric solutions that enable Agri-Food businesses to efficiently produce, process, and deliver quality food and bio-products.

Cultura is all about connecting people and processes across the broader Agri-Food supply chain, helping to nurture Agri-Food advancement through technology.